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Anomalous behavior of 2¿ excitations around 132Sn
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In certain neutron-rich Te isotopes, a decrease in the energy of the first excited 21 state is accompanied by
a decrease in theE2 strength to that state from the ground state, contradicting simple systematics and general
intuition about quadrupole collectivity. We use a separable quadrupole-plus-pairing Hamiltonian and the qua-
siparticle random phase approximation to calculate energies,B(E2,01→21) strengths, andg factors for the
lowest 21 states near132Sn (Z>50). We trace the anomalous behavior in the Te isotopes to a reduced neutron
pairing above theN582 magic gap.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As experiments move towards the nuclear drip line, it
becoming possible to examine isotopic chains over incre
ingly large ranges ofN andZ. We have new opportunities t
test systematics and the ideas that underlie them. One re
in which experimental progress has been made recently
rounds the neutron-rich doubly magic isotope132Sn. In par-
ticular, Ref. @1# reports measurements of the transiti
strengthsB(E2;01→21) @or B(E2)↑ for short# from the
ground state to the lowest 21 state for 132Te, 134Te, and
136Te. The authors discovered thatB(E2)↑ ’s and the ener-
gies of the lowest 21 states (E21) behave differently in the
Te isotopes~with N580, 82, and 84! than in those of Xe,
Ba, and Ce that have more protons. In most isotopic cha
including these three, a decrease inE21 is accompanied by
an increase inB(E2)↑ as the states become collective. Th
is not the case in132,136Te, where theB(E2)↑ decreases a
E21 decreases.

Our work explains this unusual behavior. Our tool is t
quasiparticle random phase approximation~QRPA!, in con-
junction with a simple schematic interaction, which we app
to even-even nuclei in the mass region 50<Z<58 and 80
<N<84 ~and a much larger range ofN for the Sn chain!.
The QRPA is a well-established method for describing vib
tional states@2# and has advantages of simplicity, particular
when separable interactions are used and exchange term
glected. One should mention that there exist large-sc
shell-model calculations for selected nuclei around132Sn
@1,3,4#. However, at the present stage, these calculations
different spaces~and interactions! for nuclei above and be
low the N582 magic gap. Our model, albeit more pheno
enological, uses the same Hamiltonian in both regions.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we revie
phenomenological and simple microscopic approaches to
systematics ofE21 andB(E2)↑. In Sec. III we give an over-
view of the experimental data around132Sn and discuss thei
significant properties. In Sec. IV we use the Hartree-Fo
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Bogoliubov~HFB! method to discuss static properties of t
ground states. The QRPA model is described in Sec. V.
show results of the QRPA calculation for the lowest 21

states in Sec. VI and discuss the origin of the irregular
havior of B(E2)↑ from a microscopic point of view in Sec
VII. The g factors for Xe, Te, and Sn isotopes are treated
Sec. VIII. Finally, Sec. IX summarizes this work.

II. RELATION BETWEEN E2¿ AND B„E2…_

The systematic relation betweenE21’s and B(E2)↑ ’s is
an old topic. One early phenomenological relation~by
Grodzins@5#! is

B~E2;01→21!514.9
1

@E21 /keV#

Z2

A
@e2 b2#, ~1!

and another~by Ramanet al. @6#! is

B~E2;01→21!53.26
1

@E21 /keV#

Z2

A0.69
@e2 b2#. ~2!

The latter reproduces most of the more than 300 exp
mental data points to within a factor of 2. Both these form
las, after factoring out a gentle dependence onZ andA, assert
thatB(E2)↑ ’s are inversely proportional toE21’s. For vibra-
tional states, this result is predicted, if mass paramete
constant, by the liquid drop model@7#, which gives

B~E2;n250→n251!55S 3

4p
ZeR2D 2 \2

2D2E21

, ~3!

whereR is the nuclear radius, andD2 is the quadrupole mas
parameter.n2 denotes the number of 21 phonons. It also
falls out of an RPA treatment of collective excitations in t
simple microscopic model of Brown and Bolsterli@8# and
others@9,10#. In physical terms, collectivity lowers the en
©2002 The American Physical Society13-1
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ergy of attractive modes while at the same time increas
the transition strength because nucleons contribute co
ently to the transition.

Another successful way of classifying collective 21 states
is theNpNn scheme@11–13#. Both theE21’s andB(E2)↑ ’s
lie on smooth curves when plotted as functions ofNpNn ,
where Np(Nn) is the number of valence proton~neutron!
particles or holes. The plot for some nuclei around tho
considered in this work is shown in Fig. 1. The data poi
can be divided, approximately, into two well-correlat
groups: those forN,82 @the upperE21 and the lower
B(E2)↑ branches# and those forN.82 @the lowerE21 and
the upperB(E2)↑ branches#. The plots reveal a clear asym
metry in the 21 states with respect toN582. That is, the
N.82 systems havelower E21 andhigher B(E2)↑ as com-
pared to theirN,82 NpNn partners. This would suggest in
creased quadrupole collectivity in the region aboveN.82.
However, as discussed in the following, deviation from t
general trend can be found.

III. OVERVIEW OF DATA AROUND 132Sn „ZÐ50…

Let us survey the experimental data relevant to this pa
Figure 2 showsE21’s andB(E2)↑ ’s for the lowest 21 states
of even-even nuclei as functions of the neutron number. B
observables are fairly symmetric aroundN582 for the
Xe-Ce isotopes indicating that particle and hole excitatio
in those nuclei play similar roles. Actually, some of th

FIG. 1. Lowest 21 energies~top! andB(E2)↑ ’s ~bottom! versus
NpNn in a number of even-even nuclei with 52<Z<64. The data
are from Refs.@1,6#. The curves are to guide the eye.
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B(E2)↑ ’s in Ce and Ba in the regionN.82 are slightly
larger than those with the sameNn in N,82; similarly the
E21’s for N.82 are lower than those forN,82, in a way
consistent with theNpNn plots of Fig. 1. Clearly these iso
topes follow the usual relation betweenB(E2)↑ andE21.

On the other hand,132Te, 134Te, and136Te behave differ-
ently. B(E2)↑ is not symmetric adjacent toN582; a fact
that is even more significant when looking at the correspo
ing energies in Fig. 2. The state in136Te lies 370 keV lower
than that of 132Te, but neverthelessB(E2)↑ in 136Te is
smaller than that in132Te. The situation violates the patter
of typical collective behavior discussed above.@This behav-
ior does not appear anomalous on theNpNn plots of Fig. 1
because of the scale of the figure, however,NpNn54 for
both 132Te and 136Te, and E21(132Te)50.974 MeV,
E21(136Te)50.606 MeV, B(E2,132Te)50.172e2b2, and
B(E2,136Te)50.103e2 b2.#

IV. HFB CALCULATIONS

As a prelude to our QRPA treatment of the 21 vibrations,
we calculate static shape and pairing deformations in
HFB model of Refs.@14–18#. We perform axially deformed
HFB calculations with the particle-hole Skyrme forces SL
@19# and an intermediate contact delta pairing force@17#. The
resulting quadrupole deformation parameterb5A(p/5)

FIG. 2. Experimental values ofE21 ~top! andB(E2)↑ ~bottom!
in even-even Sn, Te, Xe, Ba, and Ce isotopes as functions of
tron numberN. The experimentalB(E2)↑ rates were taken from
Refs.@1,6,29# ~for E21 see Ref.@6#!.
3-2
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ANOMALOUS BEHAVIOR OF 21 EXCITATIONS AROUND 132Sn PHYSICAL REVIEW C66, 054313 ~2002!
3(1/A)(1/R2)Q, Q being total quadrupole moment an
R—rms radius—is shown in Fig. 3. It indicates that the sta
deformation of the nuclei withN580 and 84 is zero or sma
(;0.1) compared to those of the midshell nuclei. We c
therefore treat the 21 states in these nuclei as vibration
around a spherical shape.

In general, the HFB calculations follow theNpNn trend
discussed earlier. Theb values above theN582 gap are
systematically increased forNn.4. The strongest asymme
try in the pattern ofb is predicted for the Te isotopes.

Figure 4 shows predicted neutron pairing gaps. Since p
ing is a symmetry-restoring interaction, the calculated p
ing gaps are anticorrelated with the quadrupole deform
tions. Consequently, the values ofDn are systematically
lower as one crosses theN582 gap. In particular, in mos
casesDn(N580).Dn(N584).

V. QRPA CALCULATION

The Hamiltonian we use in our QRPA calculation is

H5(
m

~«m2lt!cm
† cm2(

t
Dt~Pt

†1Pt!1HQ
is1HQ

iv1HQ
p ,

~4!

where«m is the single-particle energy, andcm
† is the creation

operator of a nucleon in the statem. lt is the chemical
potential, which depends on the isospinz-componentt. Dt is
the pairing gap, andPt

† is the monopole pair creation oper
tor.

FIG. 3. The quadrupole deformation parameterb calculated in
the HFB approximation with the Skyrme force SLy4 and
intermediate-type delta pairing force@17#.
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As a residual two-body interaction, we use the sum of
isoscalar quadrupole forceHQ

is , an isovector quadrupole
force HQ

iv , and a quadrupole pairing forceHQ
p , defined as

follows:

HQ
is52

xT50

2 (
m

~Qm
pr†1Qm

ne†!~Qm
pr1Qm

ne!,

HQ
iv52

xT51

2 (
m

~Qm
pr†2Qm

ne†!~Qm
pr2Qm

ne!,

Qm
pr5(

mn

proton
^mur 2Y2mun&cm

† cn ,

Qm
ne5(

mn

neutron
^mur 2Y2mun&cm

† cn ,

HQ
p 52(

t

G2
t

2 (
m

Pm
t †Pm

t ,

Pm
t †5(

mn

t
^mur 2Y2mun&cm

† cn̄
† ,

Pt
†5(

m

t
cm

† cm̄
† , ~5!

wherem̄ denotes the time-reversed state ofm. For xT50, we
use the self-consistent values of Ref.@20#; for xT51, we use
the value xT515xT51(std)5292.9A27/3 MeV fm24. ~As
will be seen later, the results of QRPA calculations are fa
insensitive to the choice ofxT51.! We fix the quadrupole
pairing strengthsG2

t according to the prescription propose
in Ref. @21#. @We refer to this value asG2

t~self!.# Our QRPA
equations are in the standard matrix form, as in Ref.@22#,

FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3 but for the neutron pairing gaps.
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J. TERASAKI, J. ENGEL, W. NAZAREWICZ, AND M. STOITSOV PHYSICAL REVIEW C66, 054313 ~2002!
and, as usual, we neglect the exchange terms of
multipole-multipole interactions.

Our calculations are performed in a single-particle~SP!
space of several harmonic-oscillator shells (Nosc52 –6 for
protons andNosc52 –7 for neutrons!. Since our configura-
tion space is large, we use the bare, rather than effec
charges in calculatingB(E2)↑. We take SP energies«m from
experimental data around132Sn, shown in Fig. 5.~When the
levels are not available this way, we use Woods-Saxon e
gies @24# for bound levels and Nilsson energies@25# for un-
bound levels.! It is worth noting that the neutron level den
sity just below the 82-shell gap is much larger than it
above the gap. This is due to the near-degeneracy of 1h11/2,
2d3/2, and 3s1/2 shells and a fairly large energy gap betwe
the 2f 7/2 and 3p3/2 shells. As we will see, this differenc
plays a crucial role in the anomalous behavior of the
isotopes.

Figure 6 shows the experimental pairing gaps obtai
from odd-even mass differences, according to the presc
tion of Ref. @27#, and gaps calculated by the HFB–Lipkin
Nogami method@28#. We note that the HFB–Lipkin-Nogam
calculation, which partly corrects for particle number flu
tuations, reproduces experimental trends very well. The n
tron pairing gap in the Sn, Te, and Xe isotopes decrease
N increases and crossesN582. This effect, clearly seen als
in the HFB calculation of Fig. 4, has been noticed earlier,
Ref. @17#. In our QRPA calculations, we used renormaliz
experimental pairing gaps. The renormalization factors,
flecting the reduction of pairing in excited 21 states, were
adjusted to experimental data in the Sn isotopes. The re
malization factor turned out to be 0.6~0.9! for neutrons~pro-
tons!. For magic nuclei withN582 and/orZ550, we took
D50.4 MeV, a somewhat arbitrary value, reflecting t
weak pairing correlations in magic nuclei.~Experimental
odd-even mass differences for magic nuclei do not determ
pairing gaps well@27#.! We used the average of the proto
pairing gaps atN580 and 84 forDp at N582 to avoid the
sudden decrease at the magic number.

VI. RESULTS OF QRPA CALCULATIONS

We carried out QRPA calculations for even-N isotopes of
Sn withN564–84, and for theN580, 82, 84 isotopes of Te
Xe, Ba, and Ce, which are nearly spherical in our HFB c

FIG. 5. The experimental SP spectrum of132Sn~from Ref.@23#!.
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culations. Figure 7 shows the calculated lowest 21 energies
andB(E2)↑ ’s, along with the experimental data. The calc
lations reproduce the experimental trend quite well, in p
ticular the asymmetry aroundN582 of theB(E2)↑ ’s in the
Te isotopes. We also predict an inverted, and more symm
ric, curve for the B(E2)↑ ’s in the Sn isotopes withN
580–84. This kind of inversion is well known to occur i
the Pb region aroundN5126 @6#. ~For more discussion on
this point, see Sec. VII.! For comparison, Fig. 8 shows th
results with the pure Nilsson spectrum~parameters from Ref
@25#!. The collectivity in theN568–76 isotopes of Sn is
enhanced here, but otherwise Figs. 7 and 8 are fairly sim
Kubo et al. @21# performed calculations in Sn isotopes up
N574 with a similar Hamiltonian and obtained similar r
sults. In the shell-model calculation of Ref.@1#, B(E2)↑ for
134Te (136Te) turned out to be 0.088 (0.25)e2 b2, i.e., the
transition rate has been predicted to increase when g
from N582 to N584.

We checked the stability of our calculations by varyin
the strengths of the isovector quadrupole force and the qu
rupole pairing force. Figures 9 and 10 show the results in
The unusual behavior aroundN582 clearly is not sensitive
to the strengths of these forces. Based on all these results
conclude that the QRPA prediction of the unusual behav
around 136Te is robust and does not depend significantly
model details, except for neutron pairing.

VII. ABNORMAL PATTERN OF QUADRUPOLE
COLLECTIVITY IN THE NEUTRON-RICH Te ISOTOPE

What is the reason for the unusual behavior of the
isotopes aroundN582, i.e., the fact thatboth E21 and

FIG. 6. The experimental neutron pairing gaps~connected by
lines! obtained from the odd-even mass differences and calcul
pairing gaps with the HFB–Lipkin-Nogami method~isolated sym-
bols!. Experimental masses are from Ref.@26#.
3-4
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ANOMALOUS BEHAVIOR OF 21 EXCITATIONS AROUND 132Sn PHYSICAL REVIEW C66, 054313 ~2002!
B(E2)↑ are smaller in136Te than in132Te. The ingredient in
our calculations that displays the most asymmetry aro
N582 is the neutron pairing gap. To understand how it
fects the results, we performed QRPA calculations in136Te
for different values ofDn . The results are shown in Fig. 11
As Dn decreases from 0.6 MeV to 0.4 MeV, both theE21

and B(E2)↑ decrease, indeed suggesting that this quan
plays the key role in the unusual trend we want to explain.
get more insight, we consider the forward (cmn) and back-

FIG. 7. E21’s ~left! and B(E2)↑ ’s ~right! from the QRPA cal-
culation and the experimental data.

FIG. 8. Same as~part of! Fig. 7 but with the Nilsson single-
particle energies.
05431
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ward (wmn) QRPA amplitudes in the lowest-energy 21 exci-
tation

u21&5 (
m,n

~cmnam
† an

†2wmnanam!ug.s.&, ~6!

wheream
† andam create and annihilate a quasiparticle in t

state m, and ug.s.& is the QRPA ground state. The QRP
amplitudescmn andwmn depend on the ratios

^muuQtuun&

Em1En2E21

and
^muuQtuun&

Em1En1E21

, ~7!

respectively, whereEm5A(«m2lt)
21Dt

2 is the BCS quasi-
particle energy. The bottom portion of Fig. 11 shows th
these quantities depend significantly on the neutron pai
gap as well.

FIG. 9. Dependence ofE21 ~top! andB(E2)↑ ~bottom! on the
strength of isovector quadrupole forcexT51 . xT51(std)
5292.9A27/3 MeV fm24.

FIG. 10. Same as Fig. 9 but as functions ofG2
t /G2

t~self!.
3-5
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The reason for the unusual behavior can be surmised f
these figures. The decreased neutron pairing gap in136Te
means that the lowest neutron quasiparticle energies
lower than those in132Te ~0.792 MeV for 132Te and 0.460
MeV for 136Te). As a result, the energy of the lowest 21

state decreases when one crossesN582. But the low-lying
neutron quasiparticle energies also cause the neutron am
tudes in the wave function to increase and the proton am
tudes to decrease, as Fig. 11 and Table I show. Since
B(E2)↑ is determined solely by protons, it decreases
well. In other words, the behavior of the lowest 21 states

FIG. 11. The lowest 21 energy~top!, B(E2)↑ ~middle!, and the
summed QRPA amplitudes(mn(cmn

2 2wmn
2 ) for protons and neu-

trons~bottom! as functions of the neutron pairing gap in136Te. The
arrows show the locations of the gaps in132,136Te used in the solu-
tion in Fig. 7.

TABLE I. Summed squared forward (cmn
2 ) and backward (wmn

2 )
QRPA amplitudes forN580, 82, and 84 Te and Xe isotopes.

132Te 134Te 136Te 134Xe 136Xe 138Xe

(protoncmn
2 0.63 0.99 0.12 0.76 0.99 0.52

(neutroncmn
2 0.44 0.02 0.97 0.40 0.04 0.67

(protonwmn
2 0.03 0.00 0.04 0.08 0.01 0.09

(neutronwmn
2 0.04 0.01 0.05 0.08 0.02 0.10
05431
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reflects properties of the SP spectrum—the fact that i
more dense belowN582 than above~see Sec. V!, giving
rise to a larger pairing gap—more than collective quadrup
effects induced by the residual interaction. This is not a to
surprise given that both isotopes have only two valence n
trons ~or neutron holes!.

In the Xe, Ba, and Ce isotopes, the increased numbe
protons makes proton pairing and the neutron-pro
quadrupole-quadrupole interaction more important and
duces the effectiveness of the SP mechanism just descr
This is nicely illustrated in Fig. 12 for138Xe. One can see
the usual relation betweenE21 andB(E2)↑ and a clear dif-

FIG. 13. Summed squared amplitudes(mn(cmn
2 2fmn

2 ) for the
protons and neutrons of Sn isotopes.

FIG. 12. Same as Fig. 11 but for138Xe. The values ofDn in
134,138Xe, employed in QRPA calculations, are marked by arrow
3-6
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ANOMALOUS BEHAVIOR OF 21 EXCITATIONS AROUND 132Sn PHYSICAL REVIEW C66, 054313 ~2002!
ference between Te and Xe in theDn dependence o
B(E2)↑. In Xe, B(E2)↑ increases as the proton amplitud
decreases, indicating increased collectivity.

The value ofB(E2)↑ in 134Te is smaller than that o
132Te, in spite of the large proton amplitude~see Table I!.
However, the 21 state in 134Te corresponds to one two
quasiparticle configuration (g7/2)

2, while the strength in
132Te and136Te is more fragmented, indicating the collectiv
character of the 21 state.

We close this section by discussing the behavior
B(E2)↑ of 130Sn-134Sn mentioned in Sec. VI~see Fig. 7!.
For this purpose, Fig. 13 shows summed QRPA amplitu
for protons and neutrons in the Sn isotopes. It is clear that
neutron amplitudes are dominant in all cases. However
132Sn, both proton and neutron low-energy excitations a
hindered; therefore the neutron amplitude decreases an
proton contribution increases, compared to the other
topes. This change causes a local increase inB(E2)↑ at
132Sn. ~When the collectivity is small,B(E2)↑ reflects the
magnitude of the proton amplitudes directly.! Since the
nucleus is in a neutron-rich region, however, matrix eleme
of the quadrupole operators of the neutrons are larger
average, near the Fermi surface than those of the prot
Thus, excitations of the neutrons are still dominant in the1

state of 132Sn.

VIII. g FACTORS OF Xe, Te, AND Sn ISOTOPES

The abnormal behavior of theE21’s and B(E2)↑ ’s
around 132Sn reflects the variations of proton and neutr
amplitudes in the wave function of the lowest 21 state.
Therefore, we analyze theg factor in neighboring nuclei;
they are very sensitive to relative proton~neutron! composi-
tions.

We have calculated theg factors of 134Xe, 136Xe, and
138Xe, and compare them with recent data@29# in Table II.

TABLE II. Experimental and calculatedg factors for
134,136,138Xe isotopes. The data are from Ref.@29#.

134Xe 136Xe 138Xe

Expt. 0.354~7! 0.766~45!

Cal. 0.585 0.716 0.291

TABLE III. The g factors for neutron holes in131Sn and proton
particles in 133Sb. The values labeled as ‘‘fit’’ are taken from Re
@27#, while the theoretical estimates are Schmidt values withgs

multiplied by 0.7.

Neutron Proton
Fit Theory Fit Theory

2d3/2 0.554 0.534 0.544 0.419
1h11/2 20.223 20.243 1.39 1.264
3s1/2 22.65 22.674 4.04 3.906
2d5/2 20.514 20.535 1.54 1.581
1g7/2 0.317 0.297 0.803 0.677
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As usual, we multiplied the bare spings factors by 0.7, and
took baregl factors@7,9,10#. Our g factor in 136Xe is larger
than in 134Xe, though not by as much as the data~see also
Ref. @2#!. We show the corresponding proton and neutr
QRPA amplitudes of 21 states in Table I. Protons are mo
important in 134Xe and 136Xe, while neutrons are more im
portant in 138Xe. We found by analyzing the amplitudes th
the main component of the 21 states of134Xe and 136Xe is
p(1g7/2)

2, while those of 138Xe are p(1g7/2)
2 and

n(2 f 7/2)
2. It is interesting to compare theg factors with

those of the single-particle states in Table III. The observeg
factors for134Xe and136Xe support the idea that the states
these nuclei consist mainly of proton excitations~see Ref.
@29#!; our calculation is consistent with this picture. Th
largeg factors of the proton 1h11/2, 3s1/2, and 2d5/2 orbitals
suggest that the nuclearg factors are sensitive to the sma
admixtures of these orbitals. The Xe isotopes therefore p
vide a severe test case of the many-body wave function.

Table IV displays calculatedg factors of the neutron-rich
Te isotopes. The neutron dominance in our136Te wave func-
tion clearly lowers the predictedg factor there. It would be
interesting to test this prediction experimentally.

Finally, Fig. 14 shows calculatedg factors of Sn isotopes
compared to the experimental data. The behavior of thg
factors up toN574 can be understood in terms of the neg
tive single-neutrong factors of the 1h11/2, 2d5/2, and 3s1/2
shells~see Table III and Ref.@30#!. AroundN578, however,
the 2d3/2 orbital carrying a positiveg factor becomes occu
pied, and this gives rise to positiveg factors in 128,130,132Sn.
Above N582, the structure of the lowest 21 state is domi-
nated by 2f 7/2 shell, andg factors drop again.

IX. SUMMARY

In this paper, we have investigated the irregular behav
of E21’s and B(E2)↑ ’s in 132Te2136Te through the QRPA
with a simple separable interaction. Our QRPA calculatio
reproduce the behavior seen in experiment, and we trace
cause to the difference in neutron pairing below and ab

TABLE IV. The calculatedg factors of 132,134,136Te isotopes.

132Te 134Te 136Te

0.491 0.695 20.174

FIG. 14. Calculated~asterisks! and experimental@30# ~open
squares with error bars! g factors of the lowest 21 states for Sn
isotopes.
3-7
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N582. The decrease inDn with N is clearly seen in experi
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